Notice

Date-08.11.2021

Notification no. PL/HR/ESTB/APPR-2021 dated 05.10.2021

Notice for Apprenticeship written test in Pipelines Division of Indian Oil Corporation Ltd.

With reference to our above referred notification published in IOCL website iocl.com and at https://plapps.indianoil.in/ for engagement of Apprentices in Pipelines Division of Indian Oil Corporation Limited, list of candidates who have been found eligible and shortlisted to be appeared for written test, is available along with this notice. Candidate can check their names in the respective Region list in which they have applied.

For those candidates whose name are appearing in this list, written test shall be held on 21.11.2021 at the location mentioned in the Admit Card. Candidates have to download their admit card for written test from the portal https://plapps.indianoil.in/ by logging in the system, which will be open till 21.11.2021, 0800 hours. Please note that candidates without printout of admit card shall not be allowed to appear in the written test. Candidates are advised to thoroughly go through the terms and conditions mentioned in the admit card before appearing in the written test.

In case of any queries w.r.t. downloading the admit cards, please contact respective Region through email which is as under:

1) For Northern Region Pipelines: nrplapprentice@indianoil.in
2) For Eastern Region Pipelines: erplapprentice@indianoil.in
3) For Western Region Pipelines: wrplapprentice@indianoil.in
4) For Southern Region Pipelines: srplapprentice@indianoil.in
5) For South Eastern Region Pipelines: serplapprentice@indianoil.in

NOTE: Candidates are advised to mandatorily wear face mask and to ensure social distancing during the examination process. No candidate shall be allowed at the test center without wearing a mask or having a high temperature.